
2021-2022 Literacy Test
Your Guide to Success



The Ontario 
Secondary School 
Literacy Test 
(OSSLT) 
Information and 
Prep Material

Grade 10s at KCI will be writing the 
OSSLT in their homeroom classrooms on 
Thursday, May 5, 2022



What is the OSSLT?
The Grade 10 Ontario Secondary School Literacy Test (OSSLT) is an 
assessment of your reading and writing skills (based on the Grade 9 
curriculum expectations), and is a graduation requirement.  

This year, because of the large number of students who need to write - all 
Grade 10, 11 and 12 (non-graduating) students - KCI has determined that: 

• Grade 11 and 12 students not graduating this year had the opportunity 
to write in the Fall

• Grade 10 students and those unsuccessful on the November test will 
now have the opportunity to complete the test in the Spring, on May 
5th

• students who are unsuccessful this year can also fulfill the requirement 
by taking the Literacy Course (OLC4O) next year



No Sweat!

This test is a lot easier to manage than in previous years:
• everyone does it on computer (your WRDSB-issued Chromebook)

• lots of accessibility tools, so lots of accommodations built right in

• goal has been to move from “high stakes, high stress” to a lower 
stress, more comfortable version of the test

• the software is very user-friendly
• it will be completed in your first period classroom, when possible

• students can work on each part of the test with extra time available
• there are two sessions scheduled, both on the same day (with a break in 

between)
• the sessions are designed to take 60 minutes, so extra time is built in to the 

schedule

• May 5th will be a Blended Learning Day
• students not writing the test will be working asynchronously from home



Things to remember for the test days:
● Bring a fully charged Chromebook to school!

●

● Bring a pen/pencil. You will be provided with scrap paper for any note-taking 

you may wish to do.
●

● Bring a computer mouse if you prefer to use it with your Chromebook

● Bring headphones if you want to use the text to speech functions within the 

test platform. If you do not bring headphones, you will not be allowed to use 

this feature.
●

● You will NOT be allowed to have your phone during the test. Keep it put away 

in your backpack until the test session is fully completed.



What’s in the OSSLT?

THE OSSLT IS AN 
ONLINE ASSESSMENT 

THAT COMPRISES 
TWO SESSIONS 
(SESSION A AND 

SESSION B) 
CONTAINING A 
TOTAL OF 33 
QUESTIONS:

31 MULTIPLE CHOICE 
QUESTIONS 

(INCLUDING MULTIPLE 
SELECT QUESTIONS 
(INCLUDING DRAG 

AND DROP, 
DROPDOWN MENU, 

CHECKLIST) 

1 SHORT WRITTEN 
RESPONSE 

(approximately 

100 WORDS)

1 OPINION ESSAY 

(approximately 

500 WORDS)

EACH SESSION IS 
DESIGNED TO BE 

COMPLETED IN 60 
MINUTES, AND 

STUDENTS MUST 
COMPLETE EACH 
SESSION IN ONE 

SITTING.

● At the beginning of Session A, you will have time to complete a Minds-On  
thinking activity and browse the help menu and tools.

● At the end of Session B, you will complete a Student Questionnaire to provide 
feedback about the assessment and your literacy habits.



Test Structure



How to Use the New Test Technology 
The following short videos (1-3 minutes long each) show you how to use the 
technology in the test.  Watch each one to familiarize yourself with the tools 
available and the structure of the new test.

General Instructions         Tools Page         Help Page 

Tools:  Listen, Zoom, Line Reader, High Contrast

Tools:  Draw, Highlight Erase          Rough Notes

Flagging Questions/Review and Submit

Starting the Test/Back to the Map

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JDW6rnGsYkguPuP8t0MEJSQHT2pD-iIg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TdTGn14wPSHkUqRAXccL9aiRcfgEc-3l/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zVnjXCTNcpHRSjuLjIql2ZcMJZoLDMmX/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14ybNWZMfM1qHq-c7eqmU5Mh4r5S4Ggvs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KoCql82trE4U_6HOAmty-nJEZbXMUz8j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1t5od8UJD3q1Gklcdna0WMujiwLqDaJdR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lWQOvA2L2Av4oMMJVbKgJwifaSZNl4XE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rvYl2y170pCFb0F1169GO3XpArc1B74b/view?usp=sharing


Strategies for Success
The following slideshows (and one video) are lessons for how to approach and answer each of the 
different kinds of questions you might be asked on the OSSLT.  They are also good test-taking and 
grammar tips for any student.  Check out each one.

Multiple Choice Questions

Finding Main Idea

Making Inferences

Punctuation and Grammar

Open Response Questions

Opinion Essay

Transition Words and Phrases

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1K-UR3SEyE2-m0pvplaT-MmXn2JirzMdqP90CcNDNjZ4/edit#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1rj_XIsPws0QaAK1jhs5u492MB6x45nTeUy8Z3GbGJ9Q/edit#slide=id.g1cd952765c_0_28
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1YhFG47r7TkzhkfupXAqxIJRPS4q71o-gzw3KNHYaSmA/edit#slide=id.p
https://www.wevideo.com/view/2427727103
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1AybvPeyhz6lzao0McwC0FHxT40GxE6NAPXmRIDzbFrI/edit#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1d6VdctVsgUgEP4nU3V5tZAIufo3O77pt6JK-SuItvb8/edit#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qlh9wD4BT1hTEnC_h5H1QDCB6er7qTNaHK5lsK835nY/edit?usp=sharing


Try the Practice Test Online

Link to the online 

Practice Test

https://d1c1qqn86e6v14.cloudfront.net/#/en/student/osslt-assessment






How is a student 
outcome of “successful” 
or “not yet successful” 
determined?

The Individual Student Report provides the 
outcome and a single literacy score for all students. 
Individual student results for the Spring OSSLT 
window will be reported by the end of June 2022 

This scoring process is based on the relationship 
between students’ overall ability in reading and 
writing and their performance on individual 
questions. 

Each student’s outcome is determined by the 
pattern of responses to the multiple-choice 
questions and by the scores achieved on the 
written response questions.

An Individual Student Report will be generated for 
students after the written responses are scored.

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

http://electriceducator.blogspot.com/2017/02/picking-chromebook-for-your-11-program.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


What Does Session A Look Like? Multiple-Select questions 
including traditional 
multiple-choice, drop-down, 
drag and drop and checklists.There will  be a “Minds-On” thinking activity at the 

beginning of Session A to frame student thinking as 
they start the test.



What Does Session B Look Like? The Opinion Essay is the long 
writing part of the OSSLT. 
Make sure you allow 
yourself enough time to 
complete this section of the 
OSSLT!

There will also be a Student Questionnaire for you to 
complete at the end of Session B.



Now let’s look at the OSSLT Rubric for 
the Opinion Essay portion of the test:

Keep in mind that the Opinion Essay 
receives two score codes; one for 
writing conventions and one for topic 
development/content.

The Opinion Essay Written Response 
Rubric for WRITING CONVENTIONS 
includes 4 score codes.

You should be aiming to receive a Code 
30 or 40 for the Writing Conventions 
score on this part of the OSSLT :)



Now let’s look at the OSSLT Rubric for 
topic development.

The Opinion Essay Written Response 
Rubric for TOPIC DEVELOPMENT includes 
6 score codes.

You should be aiming to receive a Code 50 
or 60 on this part of the OSSLT :)



The Opinion Essay prompt from the Practice Test asks you to:

Write an essay expressing an opinion on the following topic:

Do people depend too much on technology?

Be sure to include the following:

● an introduction, supporting body paragraphs and a conclusion.

● relevant reasons, examples and facts to support your opinion.

● a clear explanation of your arguments.

Let’s look at some student sample responses, first  for Writing Conventions and 
then for Topic Development so you know what the Scorers will be looking for!

A strong response will be 
close to 500 words!



Writing 
Conventions
Code 20: 
Student 
Response and 
Annotation



Writing 
Conventions
Code 40: 
Student 
Response and 
Annotation



Topic 
Development
Code 30: 
Student 
Response and 
Annotation



Topic Development Code 50: Student Response and Annotation



Topic Development Code 60: Student Response and Annotation



Now let’s head over to the 
 Online OSSLT Practice Test!

Remember that when you write 
the OSSLT, you will have 
approximately 75 minutes for each 
of the Sessions (A and B). In 
between the sessions, you will 
have time for a 15 minute break.

https://d1c1qqn86e6v14.cloudfront.net/#/en/student/osslt-assessment




The News Report: This part of 
the OSSLT includes a reading 
selection about an interesting 
event. Then you will write a 
short response to a prompt and  
answer 5 multiple-choice 
questions.
Here’s an example of the kind of 
reading selection  you may 
encounter:
 

Additional Practice for Session A

https://docs.google.com/document/d/15IWBSAGzfR-jCXEQzMYz_91_cjCtqwCwYkrJtV3GyD8/edit?usp=sharing


Sample Questions

1. What is remarkable about this photo being one of the finalists in the 2021 Wildlife Photographer of the Year competition?

❏ The photographer was a Maasai guide.

❏ The photographer waited hours for the right image.

❏ The photographer was on holiday.

❏ The photographer was an amateur.

2. When do female cheetahs roam with other cheetahs?

❏ when they are hunting

❏ when they are with their cubs

❏ when they are looking for a mate

❏ when they are looking for new territory



The Opinion Essay is your chance to write a 
response to a prompt that you can express an 
opinion about.

It is recommended that you begin your written 
response by stating a clear opinion for or 
against the prompt.

You will have access 
to a Rough Notes Tool 
that you can use to 
organize your writing!

Examples of past OSSLT prompts for the 
Opinion Essay have included…

Additional Practice for Session B



https://forms.gle/diygBgB5ENaTV5PSA

Additional Practice for Session B

A well-known football coach once 
said, "Winning isn't everything, it's 
the only thing." Do you agree or 
disagree with this statement?



The Real-Life Narrative: This 
part of the OSSLT includes a 
reading selection about an 
extraordinary person. It is 
followed by 7 questions.

Here’s an example of the kind 
of reading selection you may 
encounter:
 

Additional Practice for Session A

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1n_FBSvHorkG2wHvwxnQoMLUA6Q3uGkvMEWK5ZhSBguc/edit?usp=sharing


Sample Questions

1.Which sentence from the article shows that the author admires Chadwick Boseman? *

❏ Boseman has played many Black heroes on screen.
❏ Boseman was known for demonstrating inner strength in his performances.
❏ In 2019, Boseman accepted a Screen Actor's Guild award for "Black Panther."
❏ It's truly incredible what the iconic Boseman was able to do over the course of a much too short career in acting.

2. Why did Chadwick Boseman feel both positively and negatively about the entertainment business?

❏ While it made him extremely wealthy, it frequently limited the types of roles available to him.
❏ While it personally gave him notable opportunities, it also excluded many people who look like him.
❏ It helped him to connect with young Black audiences, but also contributed to his health problems.
❏ It allowed him to become famous doing what he loved, but also made his personal life more difficult.



The Information Paragraph: 
This part of the OSSLT 
includes a reading selection 
about an interesting and 
factual topic. It is followed by 
6 multiple-choice questions.

Here’s an example of the kind 
of reading selection you may 
encounter:
 

Additional Practice for Session A

https://docs.google.com/document/d/11nJFRVAUFiT3uXto1FB_kNenhPAHFKARNwEarjaHtBQ/edit?usp=sharing


Sample Questions

1. What is the effect of comparing the rings of a turtle shell to that of a tree?

❏ It increases the reader's understanding by providing an exemplar.
❏ It increases the reader's understanding by using a symbol.
❏ It increases the reader's understanding by using a universal example.
❏ It increases the reader's understanding by using emotional appeal.

2. Identify which one of the following statements best summarizes the main idea from the information 

paragraph.

❏ Turtles can be found in many parts of the world
❏ Turtle shells offer more than one defense.
❏ Turtles shells can indicate age and provide protection.
❏ Turtles are resilient creatures that can thrive in various habitats.



The Dialogue: This part of the 
OSSLT includes a reading 
selection about an 
extraordinary person and then 
answer 6 multiple-choice 
questions.
Here’s an example of the kind of 
reading selection  you may 
encounter:
 

Additional Practice for Session B

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YMua2hZp94oXYeMUnJvZ-cTsrP6jej5yhgPKdbNRrkk/edit?usp=sharing


Sample Questions
1. What two things does paragraph 1 suggest about Jolene's mood?
❏ She is confident.
❏ She is tired.
❏ She is energetic.
❏ She is discouraged.

2. How do the italics in paragraph 5 function to create meaning?
❏ The italics introduce a long pause in the dialogue.
❏ The italics introduce a series of related ideas.
❏ The italics introduce a change of topic.
❏ The italics introduce emphasis to the words.

3. Which word is closest in meaning to "assume" as used in paragraph 11?
❏ determine
❏ offer
❏ ignore
❏ describe



Writing Conventions 
Multiple-Choice 
Questions: This part of the 
OSSLT includes 8 questions 
that test your knowledge of 
writing conventions.

Additional Practice for Session B



Sample Questions

Choose the options that best completes the 
sentence below
❏ Its/their/it's
❏ Its/they're/its
❏ It's/their/it's
❏ It's/their/its

Which sentence below is written 
correctly?
❏ School has become a challenge for 

students who had devices.
❏ Devices were handed out to everyone 

tomorrow.
❏ Students were tired of waiting for 

their device to hand out.
❏ Students with newer devices were 

finished on time.


